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INVERSES OF CIRCULANT MATRICES AND BLOCK 

CIRCULANT MATRICES 

By George E. Trapp 

1. O. Introduction. 

Circulant matrices are part of the folklore. This paper has two purposes; first 
to summarize some of the elementary properties of circulants. and second to 
extend these results to block circulants. Circulants arise in the theory of statistical 
desi밍1 [5]. [6]. [7] and in many applications in physics. see [1]. The books [3]. 
[4] , [9] , [10] , and [12] each contain some results on circulants. 

We will consider nXn real matrices. Standard results of linear algebra will be' 

assumed. see [3] , or [8]. A matrix A is called a circula짜 whenever each roπ 
may be obtained from the row above by cyclically moving each element one 
place to the right. Example, the A given below is a circulant. 

a b c 
A = c 

b 

a 

c 

b 

a 

In section 2, we summarize some facts on nth roots of unity. It wi1l be shown‘ 

that the eigenvectors of circulants have as their components the nth roots. 
Section 3 deals with circulant properties basic to the study of block circulants. 
Section 4 considers block circulants. A by product of our approach to circulants 

is a very elementary algorithm to compute the Moore-Penrose generalized 
inverse of a symmetric circulant. In particular this gives a method of computing 
the true inverse of non-singular circulants. 

In sectoin 5. we mention some related topics and future work. Because of our 
approach to block circulants, we are naturally lead to consider other block 
matrices. For example, the concept of a block Vandermonde matrÎX is discussed. 

2. O. Roots of Unity. 

Our approach is to diagonalize the circulant matrices. We therefore need to.. 
find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of circulants. 

To aid in our investigation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, we need to-
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summarize some of the properties of the roots of unity. We will on1y sketch the 
proofs. Details may be found in [2J or [l1J. 

The polynomial X n = 1 has n distinct solutions. X = 1 is al ways a solution; for 
even n, X=-l is another. In general the n roots of unity are given by Wk=COS 

2젠+isi바람혼-} for k=O • .. , n-1: notice wo= 1. AJso it is easily seen that 

μ맙W~. We will denote the complex conjugate of W by w. For 

equation we have that roots occur in complex conjugate pairs. 

any polynomial 

Therefore w k is 

also an nth root and can be written Wk=껴 for some j , 0드j드n-1. 

Since wk굉k=l. we see z샤+i=l. But α1 is always a 

hence n=k十j. Therefore Wk=썩-k. Notice for κ=2p. 

primitive nth root, and 

wp=-l. and 낌=-1 as 

expected. 
Using the above result, the following orthogonality condition may be verified. 

LEMMA 1. Let 딴=(1 ， 딴， 썩， •.. , 깡-1). 껴% 따·αj=%% akere δij the K ronecker 

(1 if i=j 
delta δ .. =1 lo if i ,pj. 

n-1 . 
PROOF. lib.a;= E (ühwJ'. 

'" .1 t=O ... .1 

But %j=썩 and ψk=%T-h therefore 
n一 l

aL.α.=Z」
k 1 io 

(%?+j-k)t= E}썩-ky since 썩=1. Now 썩-k，p 1 if j ,pk and therefore 썩-k is one 
. t=0 -

of the other nth 
n-1 
Z그 w1=O for μ1，p 1. 
1=0 

roots. Since X n-1=(X_ 1) (Xn
-

1+Xn+ … +X+1) 
. n-1.. n-1 

If j=k then 써-"=1 and E(w{-"Y= E1t =n. 
- 1=0 ‘ 1=0 

we see 

Lemma 1 will be used in determining the inverse of the matrix of eigenvectors 

of a circulant. 

3. 0 Diagonalization of Circulants. 

In this section we show that every circulant may be diagonalized. Moreover. 
the matrix used in the diagonalization is the same for every circulant. This fact 

allows us to prove easily many results on circulants. If A is a circulant, then 
A has the form 

ao 
an _ 1 

a1 

a。

••• an _ 1 
an_ 2 ••• 

---
---

al a 2 ••• a。
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L양 떤=(1. wj' 썩， ------, 씩-1) where 까 is an nth root of unity. Then direct 
computation yields 

(1) 

aO+a1씬 + --- --- +a
”
-1W?-1 

Aaj = an_l +aO:ψj+…+ax-2%?-1 
---

a1+a2싸+… ... +aO썩-1 

Since 썩= 1 we may rewrite the RHS of (1) as 

1 

---

~ .. n一1/ • •• 
J 

n-l _ 
Therefore a j is an eigenvector of A with eigenvalue 전= 깥oak싸 
Let P= [α。， ------, α'n-l] , here P is the matrix with columns the αj. Then if D 

is the diagonal matrix of .:ta ••• À.n- 1 we have AP=PD. 

P is a Vandermonde matrix and since the wj are distinct, it is non-singular. 

We then have 
(2) P-1AP=D. 

Equation (2) may be written as A=PDP-1
• We will now show that by defining 

the matrix A as PDP一1， for an arbitrary diagonal matrix D gives rise to a 

circulant. The following lemma supplies an explicit form for P- 1
• 

-1 1 T>.>I. 1 
LEMMA 2. p =7z-P용=7z-P . 

PROOF. It is enough to show ptP=nI. ptp may be written 

a o 
---

1[α。， ------, αη-1] • 

lXn一 1
Therefore the ij element of ptp is given by lXi •αj. But Lemma 1 shows that 
Zfi·αj=nð‘ij as required. 

We now proceed to show that if A is defined PDP-1, then A is a circulant. 
/d 

Let D= 
O “ n-l 

follows: 
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PD= [<<0' …. <<n-lJ 

a o 
Th 'en 웅PDP*= 꽃 [doα。 , ... , dn-1αn-l] 

---

(Xn_l 

1 
Zd2 

Ediwi 

•••••• Ed/ívi)n-l 

εdi싹CWi)n-2 
-1/_ , n-l 

ZdtZUi (짜) 

ZdzZUi 

ZdialtZUi % •••••• 

Z그까%?-1 ε깐mr-1ψz ·· 
Since W iWi =l. and w:=향-k we see that the resulting 

with the ai given by 

matrix is a circulant. 

, n-l 
a~= J.. 2:그 d앓 . z n j= 0 J I • 

Summarizing the above we have the following theorem. 

THOEREM 3. Wzïh P as abo따뼈ove. 

n-l 
is a diagonal matrix. Moreover. the e썽eχvalues 01 A are A.j =깥0 %%j zuz·tk 

ψj an nth root 01 uηz"ty. 

The folIowing theorem summarizes some of the major properties of circulants, 
the proof depends heavily on Theorem 3. 

THEOREM 4. Let A and B be circulants. thetz A*. A-1 
(il A is Í1zvertible) a1zd 

A+B are circulants. Moreoνer AB is a circulant and AB=BA. 

PROOF. A may be written A=PDP-1, then if A is invertible A-1=PD-1p-1 

-1 1 
and by Theorem 3 A-1 is a CÏrculant. Since p-1=강-P용， A%=깊-PD유'P-t< and 

then A육 is a circulant. 

B may be written B=PD1P-1, therefore 

A+B=PCD+D1)P-
1 and 

AB=PCDD1)P-1 

=PCD1D)P-1 

=BA 

<lnd these are both circulants. 

Given the representation A=PDP-1 we may define A+ =PD+ P-\ where D+ 
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is the diagonal matrix with diagonal d.짧 = 1/d상 if dit낯o and d않 =O if dii=0. D+ 

is the Moore-Penrose Generalized inverse of D. The following facts follow easily 
i) AA+ A=(PDP-1)(PD+ P- 1) (PDP- 1) 

=PDD+DP-1 

=PDP-1 since DD+ D=D 

=A 
i i) A+ AA+ =(PD+ P- 1) (PDP- 1) (PD+ P- 1) 

=A+ as above 
+ ,....,. 7"'t. 'T'\. + ...... -1 1 'T"1t. T\. T"\ + 11i] AAT=PDDTp =7a-PDDTP용 

(AA+)*=숭PDD+ P*=AA+ if D=D￥ 

iv) (A+ A)용=A+ A as in iii) 

The four conditions given above demonstrate that the A + so defined is the 
_1 1 

Moore-Penrose Generalized inverse of A. Since P--= ~ P용， ￦e ha ve an elemen-n 
tary method of computing A +. If in fact A is invertible, the above procedure 

yields A -1. The major portion of computation other than matrix multiplication ‘ 

consists in accurately finding the nth roots of unity. Two comments are in order 

here: 1) since A+ is in fact a circulant, one needs only compute the first row of 

A+ (computation of the other rows could be used as a check) , and 2) we are 

most interested in the generalized inverse for symmetric matrices-the above 

ailalysis tacitly assumed that A is symmetric. 

4.0 BIock Circulants. 

Having presented some of the major properties of circulants, we now tum to 

block circulants. There seems to be some ambiguity involved in the term block 
<:Ïrcu1ant. 

We define A to be a block circulant matrix if it has the following form 

Ao A1 “ • A",-1 

A= ’ An_l Ao … Atn_2 - ---

A1 Az .- A。 • 

The Ai are nXn matrices. We are most interested in the case when the Ai are 

themselves circulants although this is not needed in all that follows. Notice, 

except in llDusual cases, the matrix A itself is not a circulant. Example, the A 
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given below is block circulant, but not circulant. 

1 2 1 3 4 
2 1 : 4 3 

_. ______ • __ - ______ • o. ______ • __________ • 

3 4 

4 3 

1 2 

21 
We would Iike to extend the results of section 3 to block circulants. 
We begin by illustrating the approach for a 3 block matrix. 

A B C 
Let E= C A B where A, B, C are nxn matrices. 

B C A 

Let l=ro' r1 and r2 be the 3rd roots of unity. If u is any vector a끄dr-1'j9 

we have the foIIowing sequence of computations. 

A B C\ / u \ /(A+Br+Cr2)χ 
C A B 1 I ru 1=/ (C+Ar+Br2)u 
B C AJ \r2，χ / \(B+Cr+ Ar2)u 

/(A -: Br+Cr
2
)u 

=1 (Cr<-+A+Br)rμ 

(Br+Cr2 + A) r2u 

Now pick u so that (A + Br十Cr2)!:!.= À.~， then 
A B C\ I κ \ /(A+Br+Cr장x \ 

CABllrμ 1=1 (A + Br+Cr2)ru 

B C A/ \ r2u/ \(A+Br+Cr2)r2u 

λ(u) \ / χ 

=1 λ(ru) 1=λI ru 

À.(r2u)/ \ r2u 

r~P 

n U 

n U 

늬
 
, D 

표
 앉

 

A 

ω
 

A l 
o 

0 Let r1P r~ 

씌P 
4 
‘ 

with Ai the diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of A + B깐+C씌 on the diagonal. 

we have EQ=QD. 

To complete the anal명y with section 3, we must compute Q-l and show that 
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by definir땅 a matrix QDQ-l we obtain a block circulant. 

The matrix Q may be rewritten as 

P 0 0-< 

Q= 0 P 0 

o 0 P 

? I I I 

raI rl 1'01 2 
79ol- ? 72l rj.I ‘-/ 

Since P is invertible. we need only show that the second matrix on the right 
hand side is invertible to show Q is invertible. We will in fact find the inverse 

for the second matrix. 
Consider the following; we will omit ro since it is 1. 

I I I ‘ I I I 

1 rl1 

』 I 쇄I 

31 

=1 1(1+r1+r2) 

2 , 2 
1(1+r1: +r2) 

Since 1+r1+r2=O. we see that 

r21 I} 1 

7gI 」 LI 

1(1+η+"2) 

31 

"11 샘I 

"21 "~1 

1(1+쳐+，，~) " 
••• 

••• ‘· r 

I 

I 
J

‘ 

T

앙
 

p’ 

PI • 

V----
F 

I 

I 

I 

2 

2 
2 

PI 

?1 

r4 

r4 

ri 

F,‘. 
, 
‘·
l’
’
’
」

I 

rl 

7감 

1 ,., -1 I 

r21 

r;I 

=놓1 ， 1 

Therefore, usi탱 the fact p-1= 웅 환， we may write 

r P
￥ 

Q-1=￡ P* 

t.. P￥ 

함
 샘ι
 샘
‘
 

p* 

fgp* 

영P용 •· 

Notice again, since p*=Ti. we have determined a simple formula for Q-l. 
-1 We also have shown that Q-~EQ=D. Moreover. we can now show that if D 

is an arbitrary diagonal matrix. then by defining A=QDQ-l we obtain a block 

circulant matrix, where the blocks are themselves circulants. 

I Do 

Let D=I 0 
0 

o 0 

D1 0 , then QDQ-l may be computed as follows: 
o D2 

QD is given by 
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PD2 

r"PD I 2..L "-'2 

샤PD2 J. 

PD1 PD。o .ï D O 

r ,PD 1'< ""'1 

riPD1 

PD.。D1 
r2P 
P P P 

r1P P 

PD。D2 0 ?’~P rgp P 

P* p* 

1'ip* 

r~P* 

1' l p* 

1'2P* p* 

하
‘
 
%r 

PD2 

Now QDQ-l is given by 

PDo PD1 

r2PD2 

r~PD2 

2’ 1PD l 

γiPD1 

PD。

PD。

PCDo+r iD1 +1' ~D2)P￥ PCDO+1'lDl +1'2D2)P* PCDo+Dl +D2)P* 

••• 

we have a block circulant matrix. Moreover • 

••• 

since 장z=l and 7$=1, Therefore. 

3 sect lOn of our results P(D。+r fDl+f ;D2)P%, 

show that the blocks are themselves circulants. 

by since the blocks are given 

We now state the main theorem for the general case. We will omit 
:since it is just an extension of the 3 block case given above. 

440 • Ax-l 

THEOREM 5. Let A=I'. Am-1 AO'" At.η-2’ 
~ A

1 
A2••• Ao 

Let P be the matrz'x 01 1Zth roots 01 αnity as belore. Let 

1/ Q z's given by the loiloμ:Ong block 

proof the 

be a block circulant μlZïlz each Ai 

,cn nX χ cz.7cμlant ηwtrz'x. 

zmity. roots 01 mth the r。， ------, 7 1 be m-l 

matrix 
P 

rm_ 1P 
••• 

••• 

P 

rlP 

rX=fp ••• 7-rz-1p P 

P 

캠
 ·
·
펌
 

Q= 

we have Q-IAQ=D αιfth D a matrix 01 diagonal blocks D l' •••.••• Dm_l wlzere each 

The diagonal eleηzents are given by the eigenvalues 01 tlze ηzatrix 

, 

we have A then lor A=QDQ-l. 

Di z.s diag01wl • 
. m-l 
Z그 Aι상. 
k=O α • 

is block ârculant wz"th each block being a ârcμlant matrix. 

Moreover. given any diagonal matrz'x D. 

We also notice that Q-1 is given by the folIowing. 
p* r.매* ... f，품% 

r 1P* “ . rmï1 p* 

• FX=fp% .,. r m _ 1P* 

함
 ·
·
·
한
 

Q =」
%ηz 

‘ 
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Theorem 5 allows us to prove the analogous theorem to theorem 4 for block 

circulants. In particular we have the following theorem. 

THEOREM 6. 11 A is an 

A-1 is 01 the same lorm. 

invertz"ble block circulant with circulant blocks. then 

‘ 

Theorem 5 also supplies a simple algorithm for findihg A + • and in particular 

for A -1 when A is non-singular. 

Clearly. the results in this section may be extended to block-block circulants. 

We define a matrix R by the follo,ving. Rη=lt~ Q where Q is as above. and 

li-l is a kth root of unity. If F is a block-block circulant. with k blocks. each 

block being an m block circulant. we have FQ=QD with D diagonal. and the 

rest of the theory would follow. 

5.0 Related Work. 

The matrix P of the nth roots of unity is a Vandermonde matrix. Because of 
the special form of P. we did not use any of the theory of Vandermonde matrices 
(except for the invertibility condition). Possibly by reformulating the problem. 

this extensive theory could be used. 

The matrix Q used in the block circulant case is not a Vandermonde matrix; 

but we term it a block Vandermonde matrix. It would be interesting to investigate 
properties of block Vandermonde matrices. In particular. the evaluation of the 

determina.nt and the computation of the inverse. Traub’ s work on Vandermonde 
matrices [13] could possibly be extended to this case. 

ln the case of symmetric circulants. we know that the eigenvalues are real. 

and that the eigenvectors may be chosen to be real. 1n our general treatment. 

we did not find the real eigenvectors. 1t might help the computational procedures 
if the real eigenvectors were used. At present this is not known. 

Two other approaches to circulants are also available: we could use permutation 

matrices [3]; the block circulant case would then introduce the idea of block 
permutations. Also William Anderson has noticed that circulants arise from the 

characters of particular groups. 

West Virginia University 

Morgantown. West Virginia 

26506 U. S. A. 
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